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eTaskMaker is a unique project estimating system that uses dynamic estimating modules to
generate customized project data (task descriptions, durations, resource assignments and
predecessor schedule logic) based upon answers to multiple choice and quantitative
questions. With the help of this reliable software you will be able to export estimates to MS
Project, MS Excel, Artemis ProjectView and more. eTaskMaker estimating modules can model
the thought process for planning any repetitive project work. eTaskMaker will replace
produces customized project and static project templates schedules. eTaskMaker Features: *
Build customized estimating modules (questionnaire) based upon responses to multiple choice
and quantitative questions. * Export estimates (project templates) to MS Project, MS Excel,
Artemis ProjectView and more. * Works with MS Excel or any compatible file. * Suitable for
both internal and external projects (be it external or internal use) * Customized project
scheduling and tracking. * Unlimited numbers of questions. * Support project estimates and
project templates. * Support Excel project templates. * Customized project estimates:
maintenance, operations, supplies, engineering, freight, overtime, incident and repairs. *
Allow users to define best practices and project scenario categories. * Supports unlimited
answer categories. * Allow customized project groupings. * Calculate duration of the project
(works with Excel). * Support several calculations for each question (include negative values).
* Support internal or external use. * Support project data export to MS Project, MS Excel,
Artemis ProjectView and more. * Suitable for both internal and external projects (be it
external or internal use) * Allow the user to choose between input and output MS Project
templates. * Allow the user to save his/her customized project templates. * Works with MS
Excel or any compatible file. * Suitable for both internal and external projects (be it external
or internal use) * Allow customization of the look and feel of the interface. * Customized
project scheduling and tracking. * Supports customized project templates. * Customized
project estimates: maintenance, operations, supplies, engineering, freight, overtime, incident
and repairs. * Allow the user to choose between input and output Excel project templates. *
Support project data export to MS Project, MS Excel, Artemis ProjectView and more. *
Suitable for both internal and external projects (be it external or internal use) * Suitable for
both internal and external projects (be it external or internal
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-eTaskMaker Pro uses an advanced Macros-based technology that allows users to define
workflows in a multiple-step manner. The user can choose any combination of mouse or
keyboard actions, variables and logic for modeling a complex process. eTaskMaker Pro offers
a rich set of sample scenarios that include estimating of projects, flights, reports, case
studies, time entry, software testing and a task queue. - This flexible module creates detailed
task schedules with the ability to reference all of the tasks in a task list. - The user can easily
perform forecasting, variance analysis, Gantt chart building, status updates, estimation,
planning and project budgeting. - eTaskMaker Pro offers a simple yet highly useful Business
Management System (BMS) that is used by professionals. The BMS utilizes Macros to assist



users in building estimates, creating schedules and project task lists with ease. - eTaskMaker
Pro offers a powerful and robust cross-platform version for Windows users, as well as a robust
Linux version. - eTaskMaker Pro offers the ability to compare and analyze hundreds of
simultaneous projects and allows for unlimited project and task list customization. -
eTaskMaker Pro includes an easy-to-use interface and intuitive graphical tools for project
planning and scheduling. Key Features: -Built-in integration with MS Project Professional, MS
Excel, Artemis ProjectView, Lotus Agenda and more. - Ability to export estimates to MS
Project, MS Excel, Artemis ProjectView, Lotus Agenda, and more. - Ability to import estimates
into eTaskMaker Pro as a new project or a new project list. - Converts all sorts of data into
estimates such as tasks, resource requirements, and task dependencies in real-time. - Comes
with a sample project file that includes various project templates and other estimation
modules that can be imported and used in eTaskMaker Pro. - Import and export of task list
data. - Project manager that easily integrates with MS Project and any other project creation
tool. - Features include: 2-axis, 3-axis, 4-axis, Time & Cost, Work Center, Activity, Business
Management System (BMS), eTaskMaker Macro Builder and more. - Import and export of
project data. - Ability to import and export data for use with eTaskMaker Pro in MS Project. -
Ability to import and export MS Excel files for use with e 2edc1e01e8
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eTaskMaker is a unique project estimating system that uses dynamic estimating modules to
generate customized project data (task descriptions, durations, resource assignments and
predecessor schedule logic) based upon answers to multiple choice and quantitative
questions. eTaskMaker is a unique project estimating system that uses dynamic estimating
modules to generate customized project data (task descriptions, durations, resource
assignments and predecessor schedule logic) based upon answers to multiple choice and
quantitative questions. With the help of this reliable software you will be able to export
estimates to MS Project, MS Excel, Artemis ProjectView and more. eTaskMaker estimating
modules can model the thought process for planning any repetitive project work. eTaskMaker
will replace produces customized project and static project templates schedules. eTaskMaker
Description: eTaskMaker is a unique project estimating system that uses dynamic estimating
modules to generate customized project data (task descriptions, durations, resource
assignments and predecessor schedule logic) based upon answers to multiple choice and
quantitative questions. eTaskMaker is a unique project estimating system that uses dynamic
estimating modules to generate customized project data (task descriptions, durations,
resource assignments and predecessor schedule logic) based upon answers to multiple choice
and quantitative questions. With the help of this reliable software you will be able to export
estimates to MS Project, MS Excel, Artemis ProjectView and more. eTaskMaker estimating
modules can model the thought process for planning any repetitive project work. eTaskMaker
will replace produces customized project and static project templates schedules. eTaskMaker
Description: eTaskMaker is a unique project estimating system that uses dynamic estimating
modules to generate customized project data (task descriptions, durations, resource
assignments and predecessor schedule logic) based upon answers to multiple choice and
quantitative questions. eTaskMaker is a unique project estimating system that uses dynamic
estimating modules to generate customized project data (task descriptions, durations,
resource assignments and predecessor schedule logic) based upon answers to multiple choice
and quantitative questions. With the help of this reliable software you will be able to export
estimates to MS Project, MS Excel, Artemis ProjectView and more. eTaskMaker estimating
modules can model the thought process for planning any repetitive project work. eTaskMaker
will replace produces customized project and static project templates schedules. eTaskMaker
Description: eTaskMaker is a unique project estimating system that uses dynamic estimating
modules to generate customized project data (task descriptions, durations, resource
assignments and predecessor schedule logic) based upon answers to multiple choice and
quantitative questions.
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What's New in the ETaskMaker?

The eTaskMaker software solution is a unique project estimating system that uses dynamic
estimating modules to generate customized project data (task descriptions, durations,
resource assignments and predecessor schedule logic) based upon answers to multiple choice
and quantitative questions. With the help of this reliable software you will be able to export
estimates to MS Project, MS Excel, Artemis ProjectView and more. eTaskMaker estimating
modules can model the thought process for planning any repetitive project work. eTaskMaker
will replace produces customized project and static project templates schedules. Free Scrum
Estimation Tools Software Free Scrum Estimation Tools Software offers a solution for Scrum
Teams, estimating projects or estimations using Scrum framework. Free Scrum Estimation
Tools Software has a set of tools to estimate time needed for product development projects. It
consists of a set of Scrum estimating software that provides a comprehensive solution for
estimation purposes. It helps to estimate project or estimation tasks in Scrum project
management environment. It is a comprehensive software solution for estimating products or
product iterations in Scrum project management environment. It has a set of tools that help
to estimate any product or iteration based on user's needs, requirements, project
management, estimation needs and forecasting. It provides a comprehensive solution for
estimating products or project iterations. Cyfoem : Free Project Management Software
Cyfoem: Free Project Management Software is web based and fully featured, all the project
management tools that you need are available. It is easy to use, with a friendly interface and
rich features. Cyfoem: Free Project Management Software is a project management software
that aims to help you with your project management life, taking care of different aspects of
your project lifecycle. Statistica : Free Project Management Software Statistica is a project
management tool for developers and project managers that will help you plan, track and
manage all of your software development projects. Statistica gives you an intuitive and
visually rich way to manage your projects that helps you work together with your team on the
same project. Statistica is a web based project management software that helps you to plan,
track and manage all of your software development projects. It is an intuitive, visually rich,
collaborative project management tool for developers and project managers. BidDesk : Free
Project Management Software BidDesk is a free and easy-to-use project management
software that you can use to plan and manage your projects. It allows you to manage your
project requests, milestones, tasks, tasks, resources, reports and other important aspects of
your project. BidDesk is a web-based project management software that can help you manage
your project requests, milestones, tasks, tasks, resources, reports and other important
aspects of your project. With BidDesk, you can schedule a project, track project progress, and
monitor milestones, tasks, and resources. 360ps : Free Project Management Software 360ps



System Requirements For ETaskMaker:

Windows OS: - 7 or higher - DirectX 11 compatible video card - 1 GB RAM (up to 2 GB RAM
recommended) Mac OS: - 10.10 or higher Linux: - 64-bit version only. Ubuntu 14.04 and later
(64-bit). - Nvidia 350 series and newer (285.62 and later) - AMD 700 series and newer (12.9
and later) *Note: - This is a standalone application. A Steam client
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